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Thesis Topic: Old and new architecture relationships 

Thesis statement: Try to establish a dialectic of 

past industrial forms and present regional industrial 

needs. 
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Introduction 

During the past decade attitudes have 

changed towards the preservation of older 

structures. This change is mainly a result 

of economics and attitudes for preserving 

the recent past. 

Developers are aware of current con

struction costs and the rate of inflation. 

They are discovering that it is economically 

feasible to rehabilitate an existing structure, 

or take advantage of the federal tax benefits 

which accompany historical preservation. As a 

result many structures that would have been 

torn down are still existing. Numerous existing 

structures offer excellent examples of craft 

techniques that were common at the turn of the 

century, but which are impossible to construct 

today because of economics and loss in number 

of skilled craftsmen. 

With the existence of more and more older 

structures, a major issue that face the arch

itect in our current time is the problem of 

designing a new building with relationship to 

older significant buildings in a given site 

The problem is how to relate new design to the 

existing fabric. 

In my thesis, I will identify past regional 

forms and building characteristics within a specific 

area of Bozeman, and develop a design direction for 

new construction that recognizes positive aspects of 

both the new and the old. Specifically I will use an 

area in the vicinity of the present Burlington Northern 

depot to establish a light industrial development 

featuring an electronic manufacturing firm that will 

reflect the character of its surrounding. The site 

for development was choosen for its historical link 

to the early industrial period of Bozeman as well as 

its present day benefits of existing railroad access 

and close vicinity to the city center. This area gives 

the designer a context in which he can develop a dia

lectic of past industrial forms and present regional 

industrial needs while incorporating energy conscious 

design. 
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Old and New Design Relationships 

"The approach to the past o n l y  becomes 

creative when the architect is able to enter 

into its inner meaning and content. It de

generates into a dangerous pastime when one 

is merely hunting for forms."1 

The problem of designing a new building 

in relationship to the older significant 

buildings in a given site, is how to relate 

new design to existing fabric. The designer 

can pursue various options to accomplish a 

relationship of a newer structure that exists 

in harmony with older buildings. For example, 

three options of design relationships that are 

being pursued in recent projects are: con

trasting with the existing structures, im

itating the time period styles; and adapting 

design criteria which relate in form to the 

existing surroundings. 

Contrasting new design with the design of older 

buildings is not a new solution. This concept is 

seen throughout history. Both the large middle-age 

cathedrals built in the midst of a predominantly small 

scale communities and the Centre Pompidou built in a 

low-rise residential area of Paris, are past and re

cent examples of contrasting the new architecture to 

old existing forms. 

The use of contrasting materials allows for an 

abrupt change in the surrounding context of a given 

area often causing a change in the order of an area. 

The distortion of proportion also causes a disturbing 

imbalance where existing structures are patterned in 

an obvious rhythm. Breaking this rhythm can often 

distort the existing context. 

The association by imitation tries to answer the 

relationship of old and new through eclecticism. This 

was a common approach throughout history, and the maj-



ority of the structures would only associate 

styles of the past without reverence to the 

exisiting surroundings. What some designers 

are undertaking today is a form of eclecti

cism, an association of fragments of past 

historical architecture. This type of archi

tecture offers no new direction but only 

images out of context. 

Blending by adapting and interpreting 

forms, has the potential of solving old 

and new architectural relationships. Ab

stracting existing proportional relationships 

and using materials that are compatible can 

integrate a new proposal into an existing 

area. Approaching new design for older 

regions in such a manner may result in a new 

design which is influenced by the character, 

form, mass, materials, and vocabulary of the 

past. 

An architect must be able to identify 

what an existing area can offer to his concept for 

development. Major characteristics which are essential 

to the sucessful association of proposed and existing 

structures are : 

Height - new structures are recommended to 
be within 10 percent of average height 
of adjacent buildings. 

Proportion of building's front facades -
this is a relationship between width and 
height of existing structures. 

Proportion of openings - width to height 
relationship of windows and doors. 

Rhythm of spacing on street - alteration of 
building masses and spaces. 

Rhythm of entrances - relationships of entrances 
to sidewalks. 

Material - area's predominant material is a 
factor. 

Textures - identify area's predominant texture, 
smooth or rough, etc. 

Color - Predominant color may be natural or 
painted, including trim. 

Architectural Details - prevalence of cornices, 
lintels, arches, quions, wrought iron, chimneys. 

Roof shapes - identify predominant thypes of 
roof in the area, mansard, hip, sloped,gable, 
etc. 



Walls of Continuity - walls, fences, landscaping 
building facades or combinations forming 
cohesive enclosures on the street. 

Landscaping - mass, continuity, guality and 
quantity of landscaping 

Ground cover - brick pavers, cobblestone, 
granite blocks, asphalt, etc. 

Scale - size of units and detail in relation 
to people; relation of building mass to 
open space. 

Direction expression of front - shape, place
ment of openings and detail provide a pre
dominantly vertical, horizontal or non-
directional character. 

These guidelines are from Historical 

Preservation Plan for the Central Area General 

Neighborhood Renewal Area, Savannah, Georgia. 

These are basic fundamental elements that can 

be adapted as criteria for developing a review 

process for a design project which incorporates 

old and new relationships. From the sixteen 

items listed, ten of these are important con

siderations when designing new structures in 

relation with old surrounding architecture. 

The ten items are: height 
proportion of building facade 
proportion of openings 
rhythm of spacing 
materials 
texture 
color 
roof shapes 
scale 
direction expression of front 

The following section uses these ten items to eval

uate the success of ten new individual projects that 

have concepts based upon their relationships to older 

regional architecte styles. 

Examples of (a)contrasting, 

(b) imitating ,(c) adapting 



Project: Hendley Building, Galveston, Texas 

ARchitects: Taft Architects 1979 

This addition was a stablizing wall for 

a historical structure. The adaptive form clearly 

relates to the fenistration of the front facade 

in keeping the horizontal relationship. The 

use of materials complenent the fine quality of 

this 19th century structure. 
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Project : Centre Pompidou, Paris 

Architect: Piano and Rogers 1971-77 

This project is a bold design which 

contrasts its surroundings in many different 

relationships. It is such an overwhelming 

and dominating project that it has created 

its own environment. The harmony of the 

existing neighborhood has been interrupted 

by a structure that seemingly ignores the 

context of the setting. 
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Height • 
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Project: Langworthy House, New York, N.Y. 

Architect: Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Association 1979 

An attanpt was made to be creative in a row 

house district in Greenwich Village ,by placing 

the first two floors askew with the entire block. 

This has produced a striking contrast of continuity 

of scale and proportions with relationship to the 

context of the neighborhood. Although the contrast 

exists, the horizonallity of the existing fenes

tration is somewhat allowed to continue. 
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Project: Moore School of Engineering, Philadelphia., P; 

Architect: Geddes, Brecher, Quails and Cunningham 195£> 

This is an example of relationships that, were 

appropriately organized in the context of the existing 

building. It is clearly a statement of new arch

itecture, and relates with materials, scale and 

proportion to its neighboring structures. This 

building lias successfully achieved these qualities 

without the use of imitation. 

Criteria 

Height 

Proportion of building's facade 

Proportion of openings 

Rhythm of spacing 

Materials 

Texture 

Color 

Roof shapes 

Scale 

Direction expression of front 

Overall relationship 
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Project: Boston Public Library Addition 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Architect: Johnson/Burgee, 1973 

The adaption of forms in this addition is 

trying to capture the fine quality of McKim, 

Mead and White's original library in Back Bay. 

But instead of capturing the quality it overwhelms 

and dominates as a seperate structure. The choosen 

surface materials are somewhat similiar, but the 

proportions of the new facade are greatly out of 

scale with the old. The new facade is attempting to 

relate by the horizontal continuity and the use of 

arches; both act as adaptions of the original form. 
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Project : The John Hancock Tower, Boston 

Architects : I. M. Pei and Partners 1976 

With the masterpiece of the Trinity 

Church by H.H. Richardson as being the old 

structure, I. M. Pei trys to politely develop 

a new 60 story corporate building as a back

drop. The attempt of contrasting is seen in 

various relationships, the more predominant 

element of contrast is texture. Texture is 

being used as a means of defining a smooth 

background for the intricate details of 

Trinity Church. 
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Project: East Building, National Gallery of Art 
Washington D. C. 

Architect: I. M. Pei and Partners 1971-78 

Designed in the context of great historical 

American Federal buildings, the East Building 

for the National Gallery of Art has tried to re

late to surroundings which are probably the most 

difficult surroundings to present a modern state

ment of new architecture. This building contrasts 

in form and proportions of its neighboring struct-

tures, but has developed a unifying relationship 

with the use of materials. 
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Project: Kentucky Fried Chicken Franchise Outlet 
Taos, New Mexico 

Architect: Kentucky Fried Chicken Corporate Head
quarters 

Set in the context of Spanish architecture, a 

franchise outlet was forced by the local citizens 

to attempt to adapt to the existing surroundings. 

By the additions of vigas on the mansard roof, 

the franshise has made a trifle attempt to comple

ment the context of Taos. Imitation of the elements 

are a crude attempt to justly relate old and new. 
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Project: Jehovah's Witnesses Headquarter, Brooklyn, 

Architect: Ulrich Franzen and Associates 1970 

In the context of Brooklyn, this project is 

responding to the regional neighborhood by the use 

of materials and adaptions of form. The project 

is also acting as closure for the block by the 

large vertical form and attempting to relate in 

height to the surroundings. The facade proportions 

are responding to the existing block, and the 

horizontallity of the window bands are striving 

to relate to the upper portions of the rowhouses. 

The scale of the entire project tries to relate by 
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Project; Railway Station, Brunswick, G.F.R. 

Architect: Hannes Westermann, 1966 

The Railway Station, built in the middle 

1800's in the Beaux Arts tradition, has now been 

converted into a State Bank in Germany. The ad^ 

dition of the new form achieves the relationship 

of old new by adapting new materials and relating 

window proportions to the existing structure. 

This project is sensitive to the fine traditional 

building, but also makes a excellent illustration 

of modern architecture. 
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These case studies offer examples which 

show the diversity in a combination of relation

ships in which designers have attempted to relate 

old'and new by means of their own creative abil-

ilities. The cornerstone of compatible design seems 

to be recognizing the existing surrounding site and 

building characteristics and then applying one or 

more of these alternatives of old and new relations. 

To build the new in the context of the old, 

"an architect must recognize not only the heritage 

of the past but also the need for architecture to 

serve well in today's framework. We must be 

imaginative and creative within out own time and 

place, solve our own needs and leave behind us a 

heritage that in time will be worthy of our 

2 
children's preservation efforts." 
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The Project 

An assumed owner/developer intends to 

build a light manufacturing plant in a M-l 

zoned area within the northeast section of 

Bozeman. 

First, this owner has requested that a 

master plan of the immediate area be developed 

to investigate the compatibility and feas-.^-

ibility of a well-planned industrial park. 

He has the desire to then build an electronic 

components plant within an area selected from 

this master plan. He also has various design 

goals and preferences which he wants reflected 

in this master plan and industrial park dev-

elopement. . 

These particular design covenants for 

developing an industrial park development are 

as follows: 

Historical Content - The primary reason for 
purchasing land in this particular area 
is that the owner is interested in restoring 
a historical industrial section of Bozeman. 
The developer is requiring a set of building 
covenants be established to maintain the 
historical context of this area. All efforts 
should be made for preserving struct
ures that meet the four criteria of evaluation 
of potential entries for the National Register. 
These criteria are (1) structures were assoc
iated with events that have made a significant 
contribution to the broad patterns of our 
history (2) that where assocaited with the 
lives of persons significant in our past (3) 
that embody the distinctive characteristics 
of type, period, or method of construction 
or that posess high artistic values, or that 
represent a significant and distinguishable 
entity whose component may lack individual 
distinction; or (4) that have yielded, or 
may be likely to yield, information important 
in prehistory or history. 

Flexibility - lots are to be 2001 to 300' in depth 
with the availability of existing utilities 
and rai1. 

Preservation of Existing Vegetation - streams, 
trees should not be altered if at all possible. 

Location of Roads - location of new roads should 
relate to existing facilities that are to 
remain and address potential new development 
with the regards to ingress and egress. 

Local Regulations - master plan will conform 
with existing subdivision regulations set 
forth by the Bozeman City/County planning 
office. 



Upon completion of the master plan the 

owner will choose a lot that will be suitable 

for his project. This lot will be a major 

focus and a primary illustration of what is 

to be expected architecturally throughout 

the industrial park development. 
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Site Analysis 

The site choosen for the master plan 

development is located in the northeast part 

of Bozeman. This particular region was the 

first industrial development of Bozeman, and 

dates back to the late 1800's with the advent 

of the Northern Pacific Railroad. 

In 1892, Bozeman had two planning mills, a 

brewery, machine shop, cigar factory, and 

flour mills having the capacity of 150 barrels 

per day. All of these were within the area 

chosen for the master plan study. 

The industries that developed in the early 

1900's gave the district a distinct character 

and context. Here in Bozeman were the typical 

Western.grain elevators and utilitarian buildings 

which Walter Gropius would later compare as being 

superior to European industrial design. Of these 

historical structures, a few remain to carry on the 

utilitarian forms of the past. These.forms include 

the brewery building, the bottling plant, wooden 

warehouses, the railroad depot, grain elevators, and 

a fine Victorian mansion that was the home of the 

proprietor to the brewery. 

The brewery was built between 1894 and 11895 and 

functioned as the Old Genuine Lager brewery until 

1923. The building was retrofitted into an ice plant 

which operated to 1939, then sold to Kessler Dairy 

and operated as a dairy until 1974. Today the building 

houses a meat locker storage along with apartments and 

other small businesses. 

The bottling plant which is adjacent to the 

brewery was built in the early 1910's and still is 

functioning as a bottling plant. 

Many examples of wooden warehouses remain, 

but the condition of the structures are greatly 



deteriorated. They offer excellent illustrations 

of construction and form that had existed at the 

turn of the century. 

The railroad depot, which is operating as 

a freight depot for the Burlington Northern 

Railroad presents bold roof forms that are 

patterned from the fine eastern stations 

designed by H.H. Richardson. The depot suggests 

a major focal point which could associate the 

industrial park with the railroad and its functions. 

All these existing buildings act as an organized 

fabric of past industrial forms and advance many 

characteristics that define the district as an 

integral historic area of Bozeman. 

The site for the master plan study is comprised 

of sixty-five acres of M-l zoning. The Bozeman 

zoning code describes the district as follows: 

"this district is to provide for the community's need 

for wholesale trade, storage, and warehousing 

trucking, and transportation, terminals, light 

manufacturing and similar activities. District 

should be orientated to major transportation 

facilities yet arranged to minimize adverse 

effects on residential development; therefore, 

some types of screening may be necessary. 

Lot area shall not be less than 7500 square 

feet and no width less than 75 feet. The entire 

lot exclusive of required yards and- parking may 

be occupied by the principal and accessory buildings. 

Manimum building heights in this district shall be 

40 feet."3 

To further elaborate on the intent of M-l zoning 

used for an industrial park, definitions and procedures 

have been developed by various national agencies. 

In defining an industrial park, the National 

Industrial Zoning Committee states; "an industrial 

park is a tract of land, the control and administration 

of which are vested in a single body, suitable for 



industrial use because of utilities, and access

ibility to transportation. 

The uses permitted are regulated by pro

tective minimum restrictions including size 

of site, parking, and loading regulations, 

and building setback lines from front, side, 

and rear yards. The front yards, and side 

yards adjacent to streets are to landscaped to 

conformance to planning standards set for the 

park"^ 

All requirements are to be compatible with 

the community and surrounding comprehensive 

plan to enable a group of industries to operate 

efficiently within it. 

The Urban Land Institute suggest site criteria 

for an industrial development as: 

availability of an array of transportation 
services 

an arterial street system 

existing land use pattern 

existing zoning 

resources of the specific community 

The ULI also recommends that participants should 

include: 

distributors requiring warehouses with 
office space 

light manufacturing 

related commercial facilities 

small to medium size research and development 
laboratories 

Along with the ULI, the National Association of 

Industrial Parks has developed objectives to be 

achieved. These are: 

consistency with community goals 

efficient business and industrial operations 

human scale and values 

achieving and sustaining highest land values 

Together with the above objectives, a set of 

standards presented by the ULI gives the developer 

physical and operational guidelines for a successful 

development. 



Physical Operational 

Paved streets One Management 

Adequate utility systems Master Plan 
for multiple industrial usesDesign Reyiew process 

Enforcement Process coverage requirements 
Landscaping Community Relations 

Off-street parking Restrictions 

Architectural control Legal Representation 

thr0aooear^ceal ^ Effect ive supervision appearance Qf environmental  

. -t .? 4. • i conditions building materials 
signs 

Compiling the appropriate information from the 

above sources, the following is the procedure used 

in developing a master plan suitable for this 

project: 

Topographic Survey 

contours 

determine ground slope 

surface drainage patterns 

flood plain 

Availability of Utilities 

water 

sewer 

Location of Roads 

existing facilities 

future expansion 

rai 1 

Ingress and Egress 

funnel traffic into the area 

major truck routes 

Historic Buildings 

worth saving 

content 

design influence 

Landscaping and Preservation of Existing Vegetation 

streams 

trees 

coordinated appearance 

Identifing Unique Characteristics of the Site 

nodes 

views 

junctions 
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Master Plan Alternatives 

In establishing a master plan for this 

sixty-five acre site, three alternatives have 

been developed to evaluate the potential of 

the site. For this development it is important 

to establish a district that can begin to re

late old existing architecture to new proposals, 

by manipulating new areas of concentrated develop

ment. From the three alternatives, a fourth 

and final master plan was developed. This final 

master plan abstracted elements from alternative 

1 and alternative 3 to incorporate a new indus^ 

trial park that can offer a versatile choice 

of lot location to a prospective client. 

Alternative 1 - concept 

The basis for alternative 1 was to es

tablish a visual link between the existing 

railroad depot and the intersection of 

Rouse and Peach Streets. This intersection 

would be the entry point to the industrial 

development for employees and customers . By/ 

using such a link, one would attain a sense of 

historical relationships by visual association 

of the early rail industry in the Bozeman area 

and the newer industrial businesses being developed. 

The green belt which would border the dev-

elopement could act as buffer between the residences 

and the industrial park proper. 

The proposed road system would continue its 

existing through routes. 

Alternative 2 - concept 

The major concept of alternative 2 was to dev

elop proposed lots in a U shape around a green 

interior area focusing upon the historical depot. 

The visual links would enhance the 

importance of the depot by allowing employees 

and customers to view this area of importance. 

A landmark would be placed at the intersection 



of Peach and Rouse to establish a begin

ning point of the industrial park. 

Alternative 3 - concept 

This concept deals with developing an 

inner activity area which has two focal 

points, one being the depot and the other 

being the junction of Wallace and Aspen. 

At this intersection stands a historical 

Victorian mansion that was built in the 

late 1800's for the proprietor of Lehrkind's 

brewery and bottling plant adjacent to the 

house. 

A linear park would divide the industrial 

park into two sections. This linear park would 

join with the termination of the city's linear 

park located near the new library. 
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The Program 

The electronic component manufacturing 

plant that is to be located in the master plan, 

will be producing finished assembled products. 

These products will be control systems for 

industrial machinary and will be shipped 

throughout the United States and abroad. This 

firm will approximately employ 250 employees. 

The developer has supplied the following space 

allocations; 

Programming 

Administration 8,000 sq ft 

Lobby 1,000 " 
Rest Rooms 300 
Reception 100 

Sales 
8 Offices @ 100 800 
2 Offices @ 150 300 
Open Clerical 600 

Advertising 
4 Offices @ 100 400 
2 Offices @ 150 300 
Open Clerical 600 

Sal es/Advert i sing 
Conference 250 

Accounting 
4 Offices @ 100 400 
2 Offices @ 150 300 
Open Clerical 300 

Executive 
President 300 
Vice President 200 
Controller 200 
Personnel Manager 200 
Conference 250 
Clerical 4 @ 100 400 

General Clerical 700 

Rest Rooms 350 

Engineering 4,000 

Drafting 500 
Documentation 500 
Electronical 200 
Mechanical 600 
Library 400 

Cafeteria V3.750 

Kitchen 550 
Storage 400 
Cafeteria Space 2800 



Pre-Process Manufacturing 8,767 sq ft 

Product Circuit Manufacturing 
Pre-Drill 500 
Plated Thru Hole 520 
Developing 480 
Wet Room 1,100 
Finishing 800 
Silkscreen 480 
Inspection 200 
Standards lab 150 
Routing 187 
Quality Control 200 

Incoming Storage 3,350 

Incoming Inspection 400 

Receiving 400 

Research and Development 3,150 

Lab 2,250 
Office 3 @ 150 450 
Office 200 
Conference 250 

Production * 14,885 

Incom receiving 625 
Materials storage 1,200 
Purchasing 
3 Office @ 150 450 
Office 200 
Clerical 200 

Electronic Production 2,650 
Materials Manager 300 
Stock Room Storage 250 
Sub assembly testing 850 

Assembly (Bandit) 1,450 sq ft 
Assembly (Autotron) 1,150 
Sub-assembly 360 

Reliability Lab 750 

Offices 
Manufacturing Manager 150 
Production Supervisor 150 
Production Control 150 
Production Control Manager 150 
Production Control Clerical 200 
Inventory Control 150 
Reliability Engineer 150 
Reliability Clerical 200 
Product Testing & Reliability Eng250 
Reliability Engineering Manager 150 
Environment Test Roan 250 

Shipping 1,200 

Maintainance and Operations 1,250 

5% Mechanical/Rest Room & Storage2,000 

15% Circulation 

TOTAL AREA 

6,500 

52,500 sq ft 



Program Description 

Administ rat ion 

Lobby - This will be the major public entrance 
into the film. The lobby should represent the 
attitudes of the company by offering an interesting 
special form. Located in the lobby will be public 
rest roans and a receptionist. 

Sales / Advert is ing - Contains office space for 
sales and advertising representatives. Offices 
should try to admit natural light and be fairly 
close in proximity to the public lobby. 

Accounting - Office of accounting shall contain 
six accountants and have access to direct and in
direct lighting. 

Executive - These offices shall offer the more 
prestigious space and shall be orientated for 
access to the public and employees. 

General Clerical - Major secretarial area, open 
plan is desired for flexibility. 

Engineering 

Drafting - General room with space for six 
drafting desks with access to the documentation 
area. 

Documentation - Area in which specifications are 
written and engineers direct drafting operation. 
Space whall be occupied with desks to accomodate 
six engineering personnel. 

Electronics - Major area where testing and 
developing are performed. Designing of circuit 
boards and total units. Area shall be designed 
for versatility. 

Mechanical - Design of fixtures for product units. 
Lab area required. 

Library - Space of isolation where reference ' 
material may be stored and reviewed. 

Cafeteria 

Cafeteria - The cafeteria will be equipped to 
serve hot meals during the lunch hours and be avail
able for coffee breaks. This space will also be 
available for community meeting rooms during the 
non-business hours. 

Pre-Process Manufacturing 

Product circuit manufacturing - This total area 
constructs the component board which is placed into 
the final product. This total area represents the 
phase of production of the final product. 

Pre-drill - This is an area where the circuit 
boards are drilled automatically. Space shall have 
an interlock to the plating room. 



Plating room - Space for electro-plating by 
chemical process. This room shall be connected to 
develop area. 

Develop - Room where circuit plates are exposed 
for developing. This room shall not have any 
natural light. 

Wet roan - Circuit boards are treated with acid 
baths and plates are coated with lead and tin. 

Finishing - Room where cleaning and inspection 
are performed. 

Silkscreen - General serigraphy for control 
panels of the finished product. 

Inspection - General area where quality control 
is performed. »i.. 

Standards lab - This is an extension of quality 
control where measurements are taken on random 
samples. 

Routing - Ah area where finished boards are routed 
to a final dimension. 

Quality Control - Final inspection of circuit board 
before component is given to production. 

Incoming Inspection - Area where all incoming 
supplies, parts, goods, etc....are inspected for 
damage or defects. 

Lab - This will be an area to house industrial 
machinery for manufacturing new products and experi- ) i; 
menting and testing existing products. 

Production 

Materials Storage - Area to store parts that are 
used in conjunction with electronic production. 

Electronic Production - A generally open space for 
assembly of components with accessibility to indirect 
light. 

Sub-assembly testing - Final product internal sub
assemblies are tested prior to final assembly. 

Assembly (Bandit) - General open area for final 
assembly. 

Assembly (Autotron) - General open area for final 
assembly. 

Reliability Lab - Products are submitted for 
reliability testing. 

Research and Development 
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Site Selection 

From the final master plan, four lots have 

the potential of fulfilling the clients needs and 

can illustrate an example of old and new archi

tecture relationships. These are lots 5,10,11, 

and 12. 

Alternate 1, uses lots 5, 10, and 11 and 

combines relationships by using the existing 

brewery building and bottling plant. The conr-

cept being that the brewery building would be 

rehabilitated to accommodate corporate offices. 

The bottling plant wsuld be redeveloped into 

the cafeteria, and finally using lot 11 as the 

new production facility. These three structures 

would be joined by a circulation link. 

Alternative 2, suggests using lot 11 as the 

only lot for the physical building and part of 

lot 12 for additional parking requir orients. By 

placing the structure on lot 11, the building 

can relate to the historical building on all sides 

It also may act as a fourth element to define 

the intersection of Aspen and Wallace and further 

emphasising that major node area. 

Alternative 3 makes use of only lot 11 for 

the entire project, using the P.V. grain ele

vator as a storage building and also as a jrpde 

to recognize the past with the present. 

This alternate has been selected as the 

site for the project primarily because of the 

centralized location and the combination of 

Alternate 1 and Alternate 2. 
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